
Copy the definition in your notebook.

imagery
Imagery is the use of figurative 
language and descriptive language 
that appeals to the senses. Imagery 
allows readers to see, taste, touch, 
hear, or feel an object.



Examine the 
Tangerine

Take notes about it using 
sensory details to 
create imagery.
• Appearance:
• Smell:
• Feel:
• Taste:

https://cobbga.springboardonline.org/ebook/book/D60DD7F18D7E479FA63BBDBE188BB16D/F6F0930F65124AE88F1A1F9B313A4DFE


Similes and 
Metaphors
Similes and metaphors are common types 
of figurative language. You can use them to 
create vivid imagery. Review your notes, 
and then write a simile and a metaphor 
about a tangerine. Use the following 
sentence starters.

• Peeling a tangerine is like ...
• Peeling a tangerine is ...



Examine the 
Tangerine

Take notes about it using 
sensory details to 
create imagery.
• Appearance:
• Smell:
• Feel:
• Taste:

https://cobbga.springboardonline.org/ebook/book/D60DD7F18D7E479FA63BBDBE188BB16D/F6F0930F65124AE88F1A1F9B313A4DFE


Write about it.

Write a narrative paragraph using vivid imagery in response 
to the sensory experience of peeling the tangerine. 
• Start with a topic sentence that uses figurative 

language.
• Use imagery (description and figurative 

language) for supporting detail.
• Include vivid imagery that appeals to multiple 

senses (e.g., sight, smell, touch, taste).
• Check to make sure you have used correct word 

order when including modifiers, such as 
adjectives and adverbs, in your sentences.



Examine carefully the design, 
color, images, and text on the 

front and back cover of the 
novel Tangerine. 

Take notes in a graphic 
organizer.

Front Cover Color and Images Text and Title on Front Cover

Back Cover Color and Images Text and Title on Back Cover

Questions and Comments Inferences and Predictions



Group Discussion

Which aspect of the book cover helped you make
predictions and inferences — the images or the text?
Which generated more questions and comments?
Which is more important in terms of marketing or
selling the book to an audience? Based on the imagery
of the cover, predict what some of the motifs of the
novel might be.

Motifs are themes, moods and symbols.
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